SETUP
To set up each Hunter’s play Area, each Hunter should:
-

Place the Hunter Dashboard with the Hunter side face up.
Place all the available Special Ability cards in their play Area, beside the Dashboard.
Take the starting equipment shown on their Special Ability cards.
Take their Hunter miniature and place it beside their Hunter Dashboard.
Place the Enemy ID Cards within easy reach.
Place the Item deck on the table.
Shuffle the following decks separately and place them on the table:
- Path Deck.
- Terror Deck.
- Elder Ability Deck.
- Place the six Village Location decks (House, Blacksmith, Inn, Store, Black Market, Church) on the table.
- Place the Combined Attack reference cards on the table.
If the game has instructed you to play with Brenoir (see Section X), place Brenoir and his Harpoon Token on
the table.
Place the dice on the table.
Separate each type of token.

Hunter Dashboard

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

Attribute Values.
- A Faith
- B Mind
- C Agility
- D Persuasion
- E Diplomacy
- F Occult
Class icon.
Name and image.
Health Points.
Injected Vials Area.
Maximum Weight Hunter can carry.
Melee Attack stats.
Range: Measured in Areas.
Boarded Window Icon: can destroy Window Barricades.
Melee Attack Bonus and dice.
Ranged Attack stats.
Noise icon: equipment is noisy and will wake all Sleeping Vampires in the Room.
Ranged Attack Bonus and dice.
Minimum Attack Speed Required (MASR).
Defense Bonuses.
Defense dice.

Ability Cards

1)
2)
3)
4)

Starting Equipment.
Attribute icons.
Bonus.
Link icons.

Parchment Cards/Weapon Cards

BACK ”Parchment”
1) Name and image.
2) Icons of the items needed to assemble the Weapon.

FRONT “Weapon”
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Class icon and Critical Hit icon.
Weight.
Noise icon.
Amount of ammunition that can be loaded.
Weapon image.
Ammunition icon.
Attack Bonus and dice.
Boarded Window icon: can destroy Window Barricades
Fragile icon: toll Breakage die with Attack Dice

Ammunition Cards

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Image.
Weight.
Ammunition icon.
Range: measured in Areas.
Additional Bonus

Item Cards

1)
2)
3)

Item icon.
Weight.
Image.

Combined Attack Reference Cards

1)
2)
3)

Unique description.
Cost: paid by the Hunters.
Reward: for the Hunters

Vampire ID Cards

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Night icon.
Vampire Movement.
Health Points.
Reward when killed.
Rampage.
Initiative.
Range: measured in Areas.
Critical Hit icon.
Attack Bonus and dice.
Minimum Attack Speed Required (MASR)
Defense Bonuses and dice.
Special Ability.

Terror Cards

1)
2)

Vampires or tokens that come into play.
Location for placing miniatures.

Location Cards

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Event description.
Number of items available.
Type of items available.
Cost for purchase of that item.
Reward for sale of that item.

Elder Dashboard

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Day icon.
Elder Movement.
Name and image.
Reward when killed.
Rampage.
Initiative.
Range: measured in Areas.
Attack Bonus and dice.
Minimum Attack Speed Required (MASR)
Defense Bonuses and dice.

Elder Ability Card and Health Point

1)
2)
3)

TOKENS

Attack-related Special Ability.
Card effect.
Health points.

Map Tiles and Related Components

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Map tile.
Room. Note that Rooms have Spawn Locations.
Area. Smaller sections inside Rooms, defined by pale white lines.
Numbered Spawn Locations
Line-of-sight icon
Open Door token
Unexplored Room token
Boarded Window token
Objective token

HOW TO PLAY
Ancient Blood the Order of Vampire Hunters, is a story-driven game. There are three different stories in the
Story Book. You can play any story as a stand-alone. If you choose to play a campaign you must start with
Story #1. More to come with the expansions.
After setup, the players start reading the chosen story in the Story Book that will take the players on their
journey.
Following the story, the player will travel to their final objective. During their journey, the player will be
asked to make choices. Each choice will lead the Hunters in a different direction with different situations
and threats to face. The Story Book will also tell the Hunters how to set up each encounter, how to set up
the Clock, and how to proceed in the game in the different game settings.
The different choices available are marked as “ENTRY” plus a number. The player must find the entry
number in the Story Book and continue reading.

SCENARIO SETUP
There are four different scenarios in the game: Village, Path, Den, and Elder’s Nest. Below you will find
instructions for setup of each scenario.
THE VILLAGE
On the way to the final objective, the Hunters will find many villages. In each village they can find clues; eat
and rest; buy or sell Items; treat wounded Hunters; and build powerful weapons. Each Village is different to
all the others. As soon as the Hunters reach a Village, the Story Book will explain how to set it up, and what
time to set on the clock.
Village setup is simple: just place the relative Location cards on the table, as shown in the Story Book.
There are six different Locations, represented by the Location cards:

The Story Book will specify which and how many Locations to put into play.

Once the cards are on the table, the players will set the clock as indicated by the Story Book, and start to
explore the Village. They always start in the Church. Flip the Church card and place the four character
miniatures next to it. Place available Item cards next to the Church as written on its Location card.
Hunters now play their turns (see Turn Structure section), spending three Actions per turn and moving the
clock marker one round forward when the round is over.
Closing times
The Story Book indicates which Location will close at sunset and will not be available for exploration during
the night. When a Location closes, just flip the card over. The Location is closed and a Hunter cannot buy or
sell items until it reopens.
Location events
Some of the Locations may have events to resolve. Those events have different options for the player to
choose. Each choice has a different outcome for the card.

When a Hunter moves onto a Location card, flip the card. If an event appears, resolve the event by reading
the corresponding entry in the Terror Book. Once resolved, the player may continue their turn until all
Actions have been spent.
When you explore a Location where you can buy Items, place the specific type and number of Item cards as
indicated on that Location card. Hunters may buy any Item until it sells out.

Figure 34. The Village
In Figure 34, three Hunters are in the church. The available Item cards have been placed beside the Church
and some of them have already been taken by the Hunters. Ellie has just moved to the Black Market. The
Black Market card is flipped and reveals an event. The player reads and resolves the event. The card also
reveals two different kinds of items for purchase. The Items cards (one metal Item and one silver Item) are
placed beside the Black Market Location card.
To sell an Item, just go to a Location where the Item you wish to sell can be bought, discard the card and
add the amount of money you get to your wallet (see Wallet section below).
Players may leave the Village when they want.

THE PATH
When Hunters travel from one scenario to another, they go through a Path card. The Story Book will tell
you when to draw and resolve a Path card. Each Path card reveals a different situation.

Figure 35
Figure 35. Read the Terror Book entry specified at the end of the card.
Once the Path card is resolved, the Hunters go back to the Story Book and continue the adventure.
If the Path card reveals an Encounter, the Hunters cannot retreat.

THE DEN
Dens are where the Vampires live.
Players must find them, go inside and achieve different kinds of objectives.
The Story Book indicates how to set up each Den you will meet during your journey, special rules, and
objectives. Inside the Den, when the Clock reaches the sunset phase (see The Clock section below), players
must perform the Awakening (see The Awakening section below).
During an Encounter in a Den, the Clock might go from night to day. If this happens, move all the Vampires
into the Room with the objective. Then continue playing. Remember, Vampires do not go into Sunlit
Rooms.

THE ELDER
Usually the Elder is the final objective. Players need to find and destroy him.
When Hunters reach the Elder Location, they will always find two Adepts there. They are activated in the
same way as the other enemies.
The Elder works differently.
His Dashboard shows many similarities with the other Enemy ID Cards, except for Health Points and Special
Ability.
These are written on the Elder cards. The Elder cards are placed on the Elder sheet.
On the Elder sheet there are four slots for four different cards, numbered from 1 to 4. During setup, draw
four cards from the Elder Deck. The back of the card specifies the number of the Area where you must put
each card.

Then, when it is time to activate the Elder, flip the four cards.

Figure37
Figure 37. The front of the cards indicates the Health Points and the Special Ability the Elder can use.
Every time the Elder attacks or defends, he uses all available Special Abilities. These are written in the part
with the black background. Some are for Attack and some for defense. Those cards may also indicate
special behaviors. This is written on the red part of the cards.

Figure 38
In Figure 38, the two Abilities on the left are used in the Attack, as you can see from the Attack icon.
The two Abilities on the right are used in defense, as you can see from the Defense icon. There is also a
special behavior written on the last card bottom right.
Health Points
There are black squares on the Elder sheet. On the card there is an icon which defines the card’s Health
Points.

Figure39
The card shown in Figure 39 has three Health Points on it.
The Elder’s total Health Points are given by the sum of the Health Points on the four cards. To defeat the
Elder, the Hunters must destroy each single card. When a Hunter attacks the Elder, they must declare
which card they are attacking. If the Attack scores a hit, put a wooden cube on the black square beside that
card equal to the number of wounds the attacker has inflicted. Start counting the holes from the top of the
card.

Example:

Figure 40
Figure 40. Otto decides to attack card number 2.

Figure 41
Figure 41. Otto and the Elder roll for their combat, and Otto inflicts two wounds on the Elder. A wooden
cube is placed on the second square of card number 2. Start counting from the top.

Figure42
Figure 42. In his second Attack against the elder, Otto targets the same card. This time the result of the
Attack is very good for the Hunters. Otto inflicts three wounds on the Elder.
Two wounds are enough to take the card’s Health Points to zero. The third wound is wasted.
Once a card gets a number of wounds equal to its Health Points, flip the card. That card’s Ability is no
longer available.
When all four cards are flipped, the Elder is defeated.
In the Elder scenario, the Hunter may use the Retreat Action.

Turn Structure
Now that we have seen how the different scenarios play out, we can look at the turn structure during each
scenario.
During each round, Hunters and Enemies activate alternately, until all Hunters have had a turn.
NOTE: There are no Enemies in the Village scenario, so no Enemy activation will take place in Villages.
The order between the Hunters and Enemies depends on whether it is Day or Night. During the day
Hunters activate first; during the night, Enemies activate first:
• Activation – Day: During the day, the current player activates their Hunter, then resolves Enemies
Activation
• Activation – Night: During the night, Enemies Activation is resolved first, then the current player activates
their Hunter.
Players can discuss and choose the order in which they activate their Hunters. The order does not matter,
as long as all Hunters are activated once.
Deciding on the correct turn order will maximize how the players work together.
• End of Round: Advance the Clock. Perform the Sunset/Awakening, if necessary. (See Sunset/Awakening
section below)

Hunter Activation
Each Hunter can perform up to three Actions, in any combination, including taking the same Action
multiple times. Below there is a list of Actions while full details with examples can be found later in the rule
book.
Move – The Hunter moves to a different Area/Location
Attack – The Hunter attacks an Enemy
Retreat – The Hunters leave the fight
Trade – The Hunter exchanges Items with another Hunter
Pick Up – The Hunter picks up a card/token
Drop – The Hunter discards a card/token
Buy – The Hunter buys an Item/token from a shop
Sell – The Hunter sells an Item/token to a shop for money
Transform – The Hunter may build weapons

Enemy activation
Enemies are controlled by the instructions on their ID Card. Any of the players can follow the instructions,
but typically, the current player will activate both their Hunter and Enemies. Day and Night affects Enemies

Activation by changing the order. Complete instructions and examples are given below for resolving
Enemies Activation.

Enemy types
There are two main types of enemies:
1) Vampires
2) Creatures
Vampires (such as Gantz, Vasha, Rukan, Shibas; Adepts like Trogu; and Elders) sleep during the day and are
affected by sunlight. Two icons on their ID Card indicate the Day and Night side. Each side describes
Vampire Day or Night stats. At night, Vampires are more powerful. During the Sunset Phase, flip the ID card
to the Night side. During the Sunrise Phase, flip the ID Card to the Day side.

Creatures, however, are not affected by sunlight. They do not sleep during the day. The same icon is on
both sides of their ID Card. During the Sunset Phase, do not flip their ID Card.

End of Round
Once you have completed activation of Hunter and Enemies, proceed to the End of Round phase by
advancing the round marker on the clock. When the Clock reaches specific times of day, perform the Sunset
or Sunrise Phase.

Sunset Phase
When you advance the Clock from round 6 to round 7, perform the “Sunset Phase”:
-

Flip all the Vampire ID Cards to the night side.
Perform Awakening if needed (see Awakening section below).
Creature ID Cards do not need to be flipped.
From now on, it is Night.

Sunrise Phase
When you advance the Clock from round 12 to round 1, perform the “Sunrise Phase”
-

Flip all the Vampires ID Cards to the day side.
Creature ID Cards do not need to be flipped.
From now on, it is day.

ATTRIBUTES

Hunters have six Attributes:
-

Faith
Mind
Agility
Persuasion
Diplomacy
Occult

The specific attributes for each Hunter are shown on the Dashboard with the icon and the number of dice
they roll for that attribute.

ATTRIBUTE TESTS
When Hunters are pushed to their limit, they will be required to take an Attribute Test. Their Dashboard
shows the number of dice rolled for the test.
An Attribute Test is written as the Attribute Icon and a target number. Hunters roll the number of dice for
their Attribute and pass if at least one die meets or exceeds the target number. The Test will have Pass/Fail
instructions that must be resolved immediately. Taking an Attribute Test is not an Action.

Attribute token: a Hunter may spend the token to increase the result of the test by the number
written on the token.

WEIGHT and WEIGHT LIMIT
Each Hunter Dashboard has a maximum Weight that the Hunter can carry. Some of the Cards found during
the game have individual weights written on them. The weight of all the cards carried by a Hunter cannot
exceed their maximum Weight allowance. This includes all the cards in the Hunter’s hand. Hunters can
discard cards to stay under the weight limit. This is not an Action.

ACTIONS

During their activation, each Hunter may perform three Actions. The possible Actions are: Movement,
Attack, Retreat, Trade, Pick Up, Drop, Buy, Sell, Transform. Each Action is described below.

Movement
In the Village scenario, Hunters may move from one Location to another by spending one Action. They can
also move to a Location that already contains other Hunters. There are no enemies in the Village scenario.
It is possible to move freely around the different Locations.

Figure 1: Movement in the village
In the other game settings, such as Den, Path, or Elder Nest, characters can move to an adjacent Area by
spending one Action.
To move from one Room to another, there must be a door between the two Areas. Movement is prevented
by walls.
You can move into Areas with other characters or enemies without restrictions.
However, if there are enemy characters in your Area and you want to move to another Area, you need to
Evade.
EVADE
When a Hunter leaves an Area with one or more Enemy characters, the Hunter must pass an Agility test in
order to move normally.
The Target Value to beat in the Agility Test is the highest Rampage Value of all the Enemies in the Area. If
the Hunter fails the test, they cannot move, but one of their three Actions is still used.

Figure 2
Here in Figure 2, Kurt can move into the two Areas marked with the green arrows. Both Moves are to open
adjacent Areas and the presence of the Gruntz does not prevent Kurt entering that Area at the bottom.
However, he cannot move into the next Room, because there is no door separating the two Areas: it is a
solid wall.
The situation is different for Giselle, as she is near a door, which allows her to enter the Room. However,
there are two enemy characters in her starting Area, so she cannot simply move, she must evade.

Figure 3
In the example in Figure 3, Giselle will roll two dice for her Agility Test. The value to beat is the Shibas’s
Rampage Value, which is higher than the Vasha’s. So in order to move, Giselle needs a 5+. If she passes, she
can move.

RESOLVING TERROR CARDS
In the Den scenario, all Rooms are infested with Vampires and this is shown by placing Unexplored Room
Tokens during setup. When Hunters move in any Area of a Room containing an Unexplored Room Token,
interrupt their turn and immediately resolve the Terror card.
This will spawn Sleeping Vampires in the Room. Once resolved, the Hunter can discard the Unexplored
Room Token and continue their turn normally.
Resolving the Terror card: Remove the Unexplored Room Token and draw a Terror Card. You will see a list
of Vampires placed on the numbered Spawn Locations in the Room.
Place the Vampire near the Spawn Location shown by the number on the right of the bar, see Figure 4.
Note that some Areas have more than one Spawn Location. Try to place the Vampires near the Spawn
Location, but so long as they are in the correct Area, the exact position does not matter.

Figure 4
During the Day, when you resolve a Terror Card, the new Vampires are placed on the board asleep. Place
Sleeping Vampires on their side. During the Night, Vampires are awake, so place the Vampires upright.
Some Terror cards may spawn a Dead Body Token, see Figure 5. Just place the token near the relative
spawn Location. When a Hunter is in its Area, they may pick it up. Then flip the token, get the reward
written on its reverse and add it to their Wallet.
Some Terror cards contain a special event. When there is an exclamation mark, proceed as follows:
1) Spawn all the sleeping Vampires normally.
2) Place the Vampire in the line of the exclamation mark in the active Hunter Area. This Vampire is not
asleep.
3) The active Hunter immediately performs a free Attack against this Vampire and must kill it.
4) If the Attack fails, wake up all the Vampires in the Room, then continue with Hunter Activation.

Figure 5

ATTACK
Combat is a two-step process where the active character makes an Attack and the target defends
themselves. Both steps involve dice rolls added to base bonuses. If the Attack succeeds, it causes a certain
number of wounds.
Melee and Ranged Attacks
Melee and Ranged Attacks are indicated separately on the Hero Dashboard, and may have different
bonuses and dice.

Figure 8
-

Melee Attacks: They can only be made against other characters in the same Area as the
attacker.
Ranged Attacks: Some characters have Weapons or Abilities that can make Ranged Attacks. The
procedure is very similar to Melee Attacks. The only difference is the use of Range and Line of
Sight to select a valid Target (See Ranged Attacks section below).

RESOLVING ATTACKS
The phases of a combat are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Roll for the Attack
Add any bonuses and special abilities to the Attack value
Check the MASR of the defender to see if the Attack is valid
If the Attack is valid, the defender rolls for defense
Add any bonuses and special abilities to the defense value
Compare the final Attack and defense values
If the Attack hits, deal the wounds

The details on how to play each phase are shown below.

Roll for Attack
Roll the number and type of dice indicated on the Hunter Dashboard if you are attacking with a Hunter, or
on the ID Card if you are attacking with a Creature or Vampire. The dice are indicated by a number of
colored gems (blue or green) in the Melee or Ranged stats Area. Roll a dice of the respective color for each
gem.
For example if there are two blue gems, roll two blue dice. If there are one blue and one green gem, roll
one blue and one green die. The dice do not have numbers but have symbols for two different Attack
values: Speed and Hit.
Speed represents the speed with which the character can fight, and Hit represents the strength of the
Attack.
Add Attack bonuses
Bonuses are represented by the Speed and Hit symbols shown on the attacker ID Card. Add one point for
each symbol to the respective value rolled in the previous phase. For example if there is one Speed icon
and two Hit icons add +1 Speed and +2 Hit to your dice roll.
Check the MASR
To be valid, an Attack must satisfy one condition: The Speed generated in the Attack must be equal to or
higher than the defender’s MASR. This value is indicated on the Hunter Dashboard or on the Enemy’s ID
Card by a number inside the Shield symbol.
If this condition is not satisfied, the Attack fails and the Action is lost.
Roll for Defense
The defender rolls the dice indicated in the defense Area of the Dashboard for Hunters or on the
Creature/Vampire ID Card by following the same indications for gems described for the Attack roll. The
defense dice have different colors and can be Red and Yellow. The defense dice does not have numbers
either but symbols for two different Defense values: Dodge and Shield.
Dodge represents the agility that allows the character to avoid attacks and Shield represents the toughness
to withstand blows without suffering damage.
Add Defense bonuses
The defenders add bonuses based on the symbols following the same indications given for the Attack
bonuses. For example if there is one Dodge icon and two Shield icons add +1 Dodge and +2 Shield to the
dice roll.
Compare values
Once Attack and Defense have been rolled you have obtained:
-

Speed and Hit values for Attack.
Dodge and Shield values for Defense.

Note them and resolve the following procedure:
1) For every attacker’s Speed, the defender discards a Dodge.
2) For every defender’s remaining Dodge, the attacker discards a Hit.

3) For every defender’s Shield, the attacker discards a Hit.
4) Calculate any final remaining Hit points and deal Wounds.
Deal Wounds
Deal a Wound to the defending Hunter or Creature for every remaining Hit. If no Hits remain, the defender
does not suffer any wounds.
It might seem complicated at first but the mechanics in actual gameplay are quite simple and
straightforward once you are familiar with them.
Note: The bonuses may also be increased by Special Abilities in both Attack and Defense.

Figure 9
In figure 9, the MASR of the Defender is 1. The Attack roll generated two Speeds, so the Attack is valid.
The Attacker rolls two Hits and two Speeds and has two Hits as Bonus. The value of their Attack is two
Speeds and four Hits.
The Defender Rolls two Dodges and has two Shields as bonus. The Value of their defense is two Dodges
and two Shields.
The two Speeds cancel the two Dodges, and two Hits are blocked by the two Shields. The remaining two
Hits cause two wounds to the Defender.
Note: If a Hunter is attacking with a Weapon card, use the bonuses and dice written on the Weapon card.

RANGED ATTACKS
Before resolving a Ranged Attack you need to satisfy two conditions:
- The target is in Range
- There is Line of Sight.
Range
The target must be in Range. Melee weapons have a Range of 0, meaning the target must be in the same
Area as the attacker. Ranged weapons cannot be used against targets in your Area.
Ranged weapons specify a minimum and maximum distance to legal targets, measured in Areas. The
minimum and maximum distance can be equal, in which case a single number is given. Do not count the
Area containing the attacker.

Figure 6
In Figure 6, Otto is surrounded by Vampires. He has two weapons, the Melee weapon with a Range of 0 and
the Ranged weapon with a Range of 1. The Shibas is in the same Area as Otto, so the Range is 0: he can
attack it with his Melee weapon. Both the Vasha and the Rukan are at a Range of 1, so Otto can attack

them with his Ranged weapon. The Gantz instead, is at a Range of two Areas, too far for Otto’s Ranged
weapon. He cannot attack the Gantz.
Line of Sight (LOS): The attacker must be able to see the target. However, in the chaos of the Hunt, the
Hunters and Vampires are in constant motion and it is hard to hide. Only walls block LOS: No other objects
block LOS, including other miniatures and tokens.
Draw a straight line between the LOS icons near the center of the Areas containing the attacker and the
target. If that line crosses a wall, then there is no LOS and that target cannot be attacked. If the line is
unbroken, the attacker has LOS.
Open Doors: Open Doors restrict LOS. LOS only extends to the Area immediately on the other side of an
Open Door.
Door Tokens can move slightly during the game. Make sure the Token is centered on the wall section
before checking LOS.

Figure 7
Figure 7 shows lines drawn between LOS markers for all Areas containing the Vampires that Otto might
want to attack. The attacker always has LOS to targets in their Area, so Otto definitely has LOS to the Shibas
beside him. Inside his Room, he also has LOS to the Vasha. There are clearly no obstructions on the
horizontal green line drawn between the LOS Markers.
Otto can shoot through the Open Door to the Rukan in the next Room. The vertical green line goes through
the Open Door.

However, the Shibas in the next Room and the Gantz on the stairs cannot be targeted. The red line clearly
crosses a wall.
(Remember that LOS only extends to one Area immediately on the other side of an Open Door. Even if the
line between LOS markers were unbroken and the Range was enough, Otto would not have LOS to the final
Shibas in the adjacent Room because it is too far through the Door.)
If the Attack succeeds, it causes a certain number of Wounds. If a hit causes a Wound, give the target one
Wound Token per Hit, until they have as many Wound Tokens as their Health Points. For unique miniatures,
such as Hunters and Elders, you can place tokens on the ID Card. For non-unique miniatures, it is best to
place the Wound Tokens beside the actual miniature.

Critical Hits
Critical hits always cause one Wound to the defender. It is rolled by the dice, but there are some conditions
to respect in order to activate it:
Enemies: Enemies can activate the Critical Hit only when the Critical Hit icon is present on their ID Card, or
on a Special Ability card.

Figure 10
Hunters: Hunters can activate a Critical Hit only if both of the following conditions are met:
1) They perform the Attack with a Weapon of their same class. (The Weapon class is indicated on the
Weapon card).
2) The Weapon card displays the Critical Hit icon.

Figure 11

Vials of Vampire Blood
Vampire Blood is very powerful if injected. It activates special strength, but it is also very dangerous.
It may turn the Hunter into a Vampire. During the game, Hunters will collect and use Vials of Vampire
blood. Use Vial Tokens to track the Hunter’s current total. Hunters gain Vials when they complete specific
Actions:
-

When Hunters destroy enemies, they take the Vials Reward shown on the Enemy ID Card.
Some event cards may give Vials of Vampire blood or the opportunity to buy them.

Hunters may use Vials to activate special abilities.
Special Abilities
Special Ability cards show the starting equipment of each Hunter. When starting the game, take the starting
equipment as indicated on the cards.
Each Hunter has their own deck of Special Ability cards. They start the game with two and during the Hunt
they can learn new abilities and get more cards.
Ability activation
Players can assemble Special Ability cards to activate bonuses. This step may be put in place during Hunter
activation before the Hunter performs their first action; it is called “organizing”.

In order to activate an ability you need to connect the cards matching the shapes on their sides (1).

When two shapes match (2), the special abilities in that line are active.

Only the Special Ability with the connected shape in their Area will be active and ready to use (3).
Connecting the card is not an Action.

Figure 12
Special Ability cards indicate Attribute Icons where bonuses may be applied.

Using activated abilities
In order to use a Special Ability, the Hunter must inject one Vial of Vampire blood per each ability they
intend to use. To inject a Vial of Vampire blood, the Player places a Vial token on the ability they intend to
use, then they perform the Action. When the Action is over, flip the token on its empty side, and place it on
the injected Vial Location on the Hunter Dashboard. See Figure 13.

Figure 13
When the injected Vial token reaches the number written on the Dashboard, discard the tokens and get
one wound. See Figure 14.

Figure 14
NOTE: The Hunter must inject the Vial before performing the Action. The only case when a Hunter may
inject the Vial after the Action is completed, is the Reroll bonus.

Examples

Figure 15
Figure 15. Giselle starts her activation, and she wants to attack the Vasha in her Room with her Crossbow.
The Crossbow Range is 1–2, so the target is in Range. The LOS is also valid.

Figure 16
Figure 16. The Vasha’s MASR is 3. Giselle has three speed bonuses, so the Attack is valid.

Figure 17
Figure 17. Giselle wants to use her Ability for Ranged Attack “+1 hit”.

Figure 18
Figure 18. At the moment, her abilities are active on the top part, while the connection is on the top. She
needs to activate the bottom part.

Figure 19
Figure 19. Since it is the start of her Activation, she can organize her Special Ability cards.

Figure 20
Figure 20. She organizes the cards and the two triangles on the bottom line match. Now she can use her
“+1 hit” Ability.

Figure 21
Figure 21. She injects one Vial of Vampire blood, placing the token on the Ability.

Figure 22
Figure 22. She performs the Attack and rolls the die as indicated. Her final Attack value is 3 Speeds and 3
Hits.

Figure 23
Figure 23. The Vasha rolls for defense. His final defense value is four Dodges.

Figure 24
Figure 24. 3 Speeds cancel three Dodges. The remaining Dodge cancels one of the three Hits. The Vasha
suffers two Wounds.

Figure 25
Figure 25. Two Wound tokens are placed beside the Vasha miniature, and one empty Vial token is placed
on Giselle’s Dashboard.
Unconscious Hunters, Death and Destruction Hunters
In the basic rules for The Order of Vampire Hunters, Hunters down to 0 Health Points are rendered
unconscious. They take no further part in the game, but are rescued and revived at the end of the Hunt. In
more advanced games, Hunters will turn into a Vampire.

Other Attack Icons
Blast Icon: Blast weapons may hit more than one target.
1. First, apply all Hits to the target, until it has a number of Wounds equal to the number of Health Points.
2. The remaining Hits are then assigned to any Vampires (and Turned Hunters) in the target’s Area. The
attacker can distribute remaining Hits as they see fit.
3.Any Hits left are lost.

Noise Icon: Noisy Weapons always wake all Vampires in the Room when they are used. If a Hunter
is shooting through an Open Door, from one Room to another, Vampires in both Rooms are woken.

Fragile Icon: If the object is Fragile, roll the Breakage die when it is used. If the Broken Icon is rolled,
use it normally, and then discard the card. For example, if this is a Weapon, and it breaks, you still apply any
Hits rolled then you discard the card.

One-Time-Use Icon: One-Time-Use weapons must be discarded after an Attack.
Boarded Window Icon: If a Hunter’s Attack reduces the Window Token to 0 Health Points, flip the
token to the sunlit side. During the Day, all Vampires in the Room are destroyed by the sunlight, so simply
remove them. The Hunter that uncovered the Window takes the Vial of Vampire blood for the Vampires
that were Destroyed. Leave the Window Token on the map as there are ongoing effects: Vampires do not
move into or spawn in Sunlit Rooms.

Attacking Sleeping Vampires
Hunters have a great advantage if they can sneak up and attack a sleeping Vampire.
A sleeping Vampire cannot defend, but their sonar is working. When a Hunter attacks, there are two
conditions to meet in order to kill the sleeping Vampire:
-

the speed of the Attack must be equal to or exceed the MASR
The hits must be equal to or higher than the Vampire Health points.

If the Attack fails and the target is not destroyed, all the Vampires in the Room wake up. If the Attack
wounds the Vampire, place wounds tokens beside its miniature when you wake up all Vampires in the
Room.

RETREAT
Sometimes the fight is too hard, and Hunters may want to retreat and reorganize their strategy.
In order to retreat, the active Hunter must be in an Area with a door or a broken window. As soon as the
Hunter performs the Retreat Action, players go back to the Story Book and continue reading.

TRADING
If the Active Hunter is in the same Area as another Hunter, they can spend an Action to trade.
All cards and tokens can be traded, except for the Hunter Ability cards. Any number of objects can be
traded in either direction, respecting the Weight limits.
Spending one Action to trade is limited to trade between the Active Hunter and one other Hunter in the
same Area. If the Active Hunter wants to trade with a second Hunter, they must use another trade Action.

PICK UP
If the Active Hunter is in the same Area as a Token, or a card has been dropped by another Hunter, they can
spend an Action to Pick Up one token or one card and add it to their Inventory.

DROP
The Active Hunter can drop any number of tokens or cards from their Inventory. These tokens or cards are
placed in the same Area as the Active Hunter and can be picked up later. Dropping one token or one card
costs one Action.
Note that some game effects force Hunters to drop objects in their Inventory, for example, Turning.

BUY and SELL
In some situations, like during the Village scenario, Hunters may buy and sell Items. Items may be used for
different reasons such as building a weapon, trading, healing etc.
There are many type of Items Hunters may buy and sell:

Wine and Food may be combined to enhance the effect.

In the example above, each single card may heal one wound, but if you combine the two, as indicated by
the two arrows, they will heal four wounds.
To combine wine and food, to use them or to use the Herb cards is not an Action. It can be done at any
time during that Hunter turn.

WALLET
Each Hunter starts with some money in their wallet. They can use the money to buy Items, or perform
other Actions.
During the adventure they may earn or spend money. Every time this happens, update the amount of
money in each wallet. Money can be traded. Spending one Action, a Hunter may move the desired amount
of money to or from another Hunter. Players may take note of their wallet contents on a piece of paper.
BUY
When a Hunter buys something, decrease their Wallet by the value of the Item, then draw the card or take
the token you just bought. One Action = buy one card or one token.

If the price of the Item is “0”, just spend one Action to take the Item without spending any money.
SELL
Hunters may sell Items. When an Item or token is sold, add the respective value to their wallet and discard
the card or the token. One Action = sell one card or one token. Usually Hunters may sell items in the village,
and they have to be in a Location that allows Hunters to sell that particular Item. If that Location card does
not have that particular Item in the “sell column”, you cannot sell it.

TRANSFORMING
During the game you will find Parchment cards. They are used to create Weapons and special Items. When
you draw one of these cards, do it from the bottom of the deck. Parchment cards need to be assembled. In
order to do that, the Hunter must have all the Items needed, as indicated on the card. Then they must
reach a Village and go to the Blacksmith. The Blacksmith card shows the cost the player has to pay to
transform the Item cards into a Weapon. The Hunter spends one Action, deducts the cost from their wallet,
discards the Items card and flips the Parchment card from the project side to the weapon side. The Weapon
is ready to use.
Note: When attacking with this weapon, all the other weapons will not be taken into account. No bonus
from other weapons will be added.

Ammunition
Some weapons require ammunition in order to be used. Those Weapons do not have the Range parameter
on the card. The Range is written on the Ammunition card instead.
Players can buy Ammunition such as Silver Bullets or Wooden Stakes from the Blacksmith.
Each Weapon has an icon on the bottom part of the card, which defines what type of ammunition can be
loaded. Place the correct ammunition card below the weapon card, respecting the maximum amount it can
load as indicated on the ammunition icon. Reloading a Weapon is not an Action.
When a Hunter performs an Attack with this Weapon, discard one ammunition card.

Figure 15
Figure 15 shows how to load a weapon and how much ammunition it can load.

CLOCK

Time is an important concept in Ancient Blood The Order of Vampire Hunters and it is tracked on the Clock,
which shows whether it is currently Day or Night, affecting many aspects of the game.
Use a wooden cube as the round marker.
Sunset Phase
When the Sunset Phase begins, all the Vampire ID Cards are flipped. Creature ID Cards do not need to be
flipped. Perform the Sunset Phase at the end of round 6.
After the Sunset Phase, perform the Awakening if needed. (See Awakening section below).
Sleeping Vampires: During the Day, Vampires sleep and are much less of a threat to Hunters. To show that
a Vampire is asleep, place the miniature on its side. When the Vampire awakens, stand the miniature
upright.
Here is a quick summary of the game effects:
1) Sleeping Vampires do not Impede Hunter movement.
2) There is a special rule regarding attacking Sleeping Vampires. (See Attacking Sleeping Vampires
section below).
3) Sleeping Vampires do not move or attack for any reason.
Only Terror Cards spawn Sleeping Vampires; those spawned by any other card will be awake.
Vampires can be woken up if there is noise in the Room:
1) If an Attack fails to destroy a Sleeping Vampires, all the Vampires in the Room with the target are
woken up.
2) If a Hunter attacks with a Noisy Weapon or uses a Noisy Item, all the Vampires in the Room with
the Hunter are woken up.
3) If a Vampire moves into a Room, it will wake all the Sleeping Vampires in the Room.
Note: Creatures never sleep.

The Awakening:
When Vampires are involved in the encounter you are playing, you may need to perform the Awakening at
the end of round 6, after the Sunset Phase. Vampires are attuned to the sun and rise with intense blood
lust when it sets.
To perform the Awakening, follow these steps in this order at the end of round 6, immediately after the
Sunset Phase:
1) Remove all remaining Unexplored Room tokens (if any)
2) Resolve Terror Cards for all Unexplored Rooms (if any)
3) Wake all Vampires. Stand all Vampire miniatures upright (if any)
After Awakening, all Vampires will be awake until the end of the encounter. Once a Vampire is awake, it
does not go back to sleep. Remember that when the game continues, the turn order inverts so that
Enemies activate before the Hunters.
When the Clock goes back to Day (round 1), all Vampires will move to the Area of the Objective written on
the encounter setup. Vampires will not go into Sunlit Rooms.

ENEMIES ACTIVATION
The Enemies are controlled by game AI.
• Day: Activate your Hunter and then Activate the Enemies.
• Night: Activate the Enemies, and then activate your Hunter.
Enemies are activated following their initiative order as indicated on their ID Card.
The Current Player resolves the two instructions written on the Enemy’s ID Card in relevant order. These
instructions are only applied to Enemies that are awake.

The instructions must be followed closely, but if there are equal interpretations, the current player decides
what happens.
Stalking Enemies. Select Enemies that are not in an Area with a Hunter (any Hunter, not just the Active
Hunter). These Enemies are stalking a target and will move more often.
Fighting Enemies. Select Enemies that are in an Area with one or more Hunters. These Enemies are already
in position to attack a target. Hunters in their Area may prevent them from moving.

Vampire Activation is divided into two sections. The first number (instruction 1) is related to the Active
Hunter. The second number (instruction 2) is related to all Hunters.
Enemies activation is divided into three steps:
• Move Enemies toward the Active Hunter. (instruction 1)
• All Enemies in the Area attack the Active Hunter in Initiative order (lowest Initiative goes first).
• Move more distant Enemies closer to any/all of the Hunters. (instruction 2)
Instruction 1 specifies the maximum distance along the shortest Path to the Active Hunter. When counting
the distance, do not count the Area containing the Hunter, i.e. if the Vampire is in an adjacent aArea, the
distance is 1. Instruction 1 applies to Fighting Enemies and Stalking Enemies.
Now move the Enemies that satisfy all the selection conditions to the same Area as the Active Hunter.
Enemies do not have a Move or Speed attribute. Enemies are selected by the distance limit.

EVADE
When moving a Fighting Enemy, they must evade. The Hunters in their Area may try to prevent them from
moving by rolling an Agility test. The test result must be equal to or higher than the Rampage value of the
enemy. If the test is successful, the enemy does not move. All the Hunters in the Fighting Enemy Area may
try to prevent them from moving. If the test is a fail for all of them, the Enemy moves into the Active
Hunter’s Area. Of course they may choose not to hold the Vampire, in which case they do not take any test
and the Vampire is free to move.

Figure 26
In Figure 26, Giselle just finished her turn, and now it is time to activate the Enemies. The Shibas is one Area
away from the active Hunter Giselle, so as stated on their ID Card, they may move into her Area. Kurt and
Otto are in the Shibas Area, so the Shibas must evade them.

Otto and Kurt will try to prevent them from moving by rolling an Agility test each. The Shibas Rampage
value is 5+. Otto rolls one die and gets a 3. He fails. Kurt rolls one die and gets a 5. Kurt’s test is successful.
The Shibas will not move.
Enemies Attacks are made as normal, using Attack. Do not forget Attacks may gain Special Effects at Night.

Instruction 2 makes Enemies stalk the Hunters. This applies only to Stalking Enemies. All Enemies far
enough away from the Hunters will close in. This section is a little different from the first, because it applies
to Enemies anywhere on the board, not just near the Active Hunter:
• Trace the shortest path from the Vampire to the closest Hunter.
• Unlike instruction 1, instruction 2 gives a minimum distance from the Vampire to the closest Hunter.
Check the Enemies are at least this distance away.
• Finally, move the Enemies that satisfy these conditions along the shortest path toward the closest Hunter.
If all these conditions are satisfied, the Enemy will move one Area along the shortest path to the closest
Hunter.
Shortest Path: When checking the distance from an Enemy to a Hunter, select the shortest path through
Open Doors. Vampires may move toward Hunters in Sunlit Rooms, they will stop in the last Dark Area and
not actually enter the Sunlit Rooms. Creatures are not affected by sunlight, however.
Closest Hunter: This always means “closest along the shortest path”. Note that there may be multiple
Hunters that all count as the “Closest Hunter”. Select one of them using the following rules:
• Select the Hunter with the most Wounds.
• If there is still a tie, select the Hunter with the least Vials.
• If there is still a tie, select at random.
Although it sounds like there are many steps to follow, you will find that this becomes quicker with
practice. Remember, the instructions only apply to Enemies that are awake.

Figure 27
Figure 27. A new round just started and Giselle is ready to play her turn. It is night, so Enemies activate first.
The Shibas on the stairs is too far away to move to Giselle. Instruction 1 written on his ID Card says that if
he is up to one Area away from the active Hunter, he will move into the Active Hunter Area. It is three
Areas away, so he will not move. The Rukan is one Area away from Giselle. Instruction 1 written on the
Rukan ID Card says that if he is up to one Area away from the active Hunter, he will move into the active
Hunter Area. The Rukan moves into Giselle’s Area and attacks her.

Figure 28
Figure 28. Giselle’s MASR is two, so the Rukan needs at least two Speeds for this Attack to be valid. He has
one Speed as bonus, and he can roll two blue dice.

Figure 29
Figure 29. The Rukan rolls two Hits and two Speeds. The total number of Speeds are enough for Giselle’s
MASR, so the Attack is valid. Three Speeds also activate the Rukan special ability. As stated on his IDCard, if
the Rukan has three or more Speeds, he adds one additional Speed to his Attack value. This brings his final
attack value to four Speeds and three Hits.

Figure 30
Figure 30. Giselle rolls two yellow dice, and her final defense value is five Dodges.

Figure 31
Figure 31. Four Speeds cancel four Dodges. Giselle’s last Dodge cancels one of the three Hits. The
remaining two Hits wound Giselle. Two Wound tokens are placed on Giselle’s ID Card.
Instruction 1 of Enemies Activation is accomplished.
It is time to follow instruction 2: make Enemies stalk the Hunters.

Figure 32
Figure 32. The Shibas is two Areas away from Otto, the closest Hunter. Instruction 2 on the Shibas ID Card
says that if the Shibas is two or more Areas away from the closest Hunter, he moves one Area towards that
Hunter.

Figure 33
Figure 33. The Shibas moves one Area towards Otto.
Vampire Activation is over. Now it is time for Giselle to play her turn.

WINNING THE GAME
If the Hunters complete the Objective indicated in the Story Book, all Hunters win the game, and may
continue with the next.

ADVANCED RULES
BRENOIR AND THE EXTRACTOR
The extractor is a mobile winch moved around outside the den by Brenoir, a retired Hunter.
A harpoon may be carried by one of the Hunters, attached to the winch by a sturdy cable.
When a Vampire is snagged by the harpoon, the winch winds the cable, dragging the Vampire outdoors to
be destroyed by burning sunlight.
Although the extractor destroys powerful Vampires easily, there are many restrictions applied to its use:
• The extractor can only be used during the Day.
• The Hunter must have an equipped harpoon.
• The harpoon is a Melee Weapon, so the Vampire must be in the same Area as the Hunter.
• The cable is only four Areas long. The Vampire must be no more than four Areas from the entrance with
the extractor. If a Hunter moves five or more Areas from the entrance, they must discard their Harpoon
Token.
Place it beside Brenoir, to show that the Hunters can come and take it. Brenoir can move between the
entrances, again with restrictions:
• Brenoir can be positioned at any open entrance/exit or at any Unboarded Window.
• Brenoir can only move when no Hunter is equipped with a harpoon. The cable between Brenoir and the
Hunters prevents him moving.

There is a new Action specific to using the extractor:
Activate Extractor: If a Hunter satisfies all the restrictions above, they can use an Action to snag a Vampire
with the harpoon and call Brenoir to drag the Vampire outside. The Vampire is immediately destroyed in
the sunlight and the Hunter takes the Vial Tokens reward on the Vampire ID Card. Place the Harpoon Card
beside Brenoir to show that any Hunter can come and take it.
The extractor is a Noisy Weapon. The screaming Vampire will wake all Sleeping Vampires in the starting
Area and every Area that it passes through on the way to the exit.
Gantz are also destroyed by the extractor. Brenoir can handle one disoriented Gantz!

There are also two tasks the Hunters can perform as free Actions:

Relocate Brenoir: If no Hunters are carrying harpoons, a Hunter can relocate Brenoir to any entrance or
Unboarded Window.
Take a Harpoon: When a Hunter is in an Area adjacent to Brenoir at an entrance, the Hunter can take a
harpoon, so long as no other Hunter has one. This may often be done at the start of the game, as Hunters
do not start with a loaded harpoon. Only one Hunter can carry a harpoon. Place the Harpoon Token in your
playing Area to show that the harpoon is loaded .
Note that Hunters can take the harpoon from each other as part of normal Trade Action.

Figure 34.
Figure 34 shows two Hunters interacting with Brenoir during one round. Only extractor-related Actions are
discussed. Kurt is in a perfect position to use the extractor. He has a harpoon, is only three Areas from
Brenoir and is in the same Area as a powerful Shibas that would normally be hard to kill. He spends an
Action to jab the harpoon into its fleshy thigh and calls to Brenoir to drag it outside to a fiery death. If there
were any Sleeping Vampires in the yellow path, this noisy Action would wake them up.

Figure 35
Figure 35. Otto goes last in this example. He started the turn without a Harpoon Token, but is in a position
to take one from Brenoir. He grabs a harpoon and is now ready to run back into the Den. Since taking a
harpoon from Brenoir is a free Action, Otto still has three Actions available.

COMBINED ATTACK
Multiple Hunters can work together to attack a Vampire. There are many unique Combined Attack
Reference Cards, which describe exactly how the Hunters can gang up on the Vampires. Here are the
common elements:

1)

2)
3)

The description will specify the arrangement of the Hunters and the Target. For example, all may
need to be in the same Area for some Combined Attacks, but for others, the Hunters need to be
separated. There may be other more specific conditions. If the conditions are not met, the
Combined Attack cannot be used. The Active Hunter spends an Action to initiate the Combined
Attack following all the rules in the Attack section, including any bonuses on this card. The
description may restrict the type of Attack, whether Melee or Ranged. Obviously, one or more
of the Hunters will not be the Active Hunter. They must be able to participate and they must
also agree to participate. These Hunters do not spend an Action to take part in the Attack.
There will also be a Vial Token cost. The card will say who will inject and how many. Again, if the
Vial Tokens cannot be injected, the Combined Attack cannot be used.
Combined Attacks may give a better reward than destroying a Vampire with a normal Attack.
This is described in the Reward section of the card.

PLAYING TURNED HUNTERS
Playing as a Turned Hunter is the biggest change made by an optional rule. Since it is a significant change,
make sure you understand both the base game and this extension well before you try it. No good Vampire
story is without a central character being turned into a Vampire.
When your Health Points first reach 0, instead of being unconscious, you will begin to turn into a Vampire
and continue to play as a Turned Hunter with new Objectives and Compulsions.
We will explain the general changes and how this affects the game:
Turning: When you are down to 0 Health Points, interrupt the game while you turn into a Vampire. Your
Hunter Dashboard is double-sided, flip it to the Vampire side. Switch your blue Hunter Identification Ring to
red, so that all players can see clearly that you have turned. Place all Items, Weapons and Parchment cards
in the Area with the Turned Hunter. Turned Hunters still keep their Vial tokens.

As a Turned Hunter, you will not be able to use Special Abilities, Weapons or other objects. Other Hunters
can use the Pick Up Action to retrieve these cards later. Place your Special Ability to one side. You can use it
later, after you are cured.
Remove all Wound Tokens. Draw a Compulsion Card (see below). If a Vampire is currently attacking you,
stop the Attack and take no further Wounds from it. If you are the Active Player, play out your remaining
Actions as a Turned Hunter.
Play as a Vampire: You are now a Vampire, although you control your own Actions rather than being
controlled by Enemies Activation AI. Your Action list is much smaller:
-

Move: You still may move normally. You are still impeded by Vampires.
Attack: You can now attack Hunters. You cannot attack Vampires, or other Turned Hunters,
unless suffering a Compulsion.

During Enemies Activation , the Enemies completely ignore all Turned Hunters. Play the Enemy Actions as if
the Turned Hunters were not even on the game board. Hunters can Attack Turned Hunters, like any other
Vampire.

Figure 36: A Compulsion Card.

Compulsion: As your mind warps, you must give in to strange new compulsions. Are these remnants of your
human mind or bloody cravings from your new dark side?
Your unique compulsion is described on your Compulsion Card. Each card describes the tasks you must
complete for every turn (1) and the penalty you suffer at the end of your Activation if you do not complete
them (2).
Your Compulsion may force you to Attack Vampires. If this is the case, you only act to satisfy your
Compulsion. If your Compulsion is to destroy Rukans, you cannot attack Shibas. If your Compulsion is to
wound a Vampire, once you wound a Vampire you cannot attack another, etc.
New Team with New Objectives: You are now playing as one of the Turned Hunters. You may be the first
Turned Hunter in the game, or you may be joining other Hunters who have already been turned. As a
Turned Hunter, you will be trying to achieve the Turned Hunter Objectives in the Encounter. There may be
some overlap between both sets of Objectives. For example, the Hunters may be trying to unlock the Door
to a Shibas in order to get in to destroy it. The Turned Hunters may be trying to unlock the Door to release
the Shibas. In these cases, it does not matter which team performs an Action to complete part of the
objective, it counts as completed for both teams.
Turn Order: During the Day, Hunters activate before the Turned Hunters. At Night, Turned Hunters activate
before the Hunters.
Turned Hunters don not get any Vial tokens for destroying a Vampire. Remember, Turned Hunters cannot
generally attack Vampires. They can only do this if their Compulsion forces them to do so.
0 Health Points: If the Turned Hunter is down to 0 Health Points, they are knocked unconscious and are out
of the game. They lose all the Vial tokens and their Wallet.
They are taken back to a Church and other Hunters can pay for the cure as normal.

Turned Hunters must be cured in the Church. Players may team up and spend for the transfusion. During
the transfusion, the Hunter may not perform any Action. The transfusion will last for the entire round the
Hunters remain in the village.

